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The Honorable James R. 
The Secretary of Energy 

Schle.singeTl-$$ 
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Dear Mr. Secretary: 

A!h d e a equacy of the uranium resource base has become 
a significant issue in the discussion of the long-term 
role of nuclear power. The necessity for and timing of 
reprocessing and breeders are closely related to the 
adequacy of the domestic and world uranium resource base. 

. -let. 19 an assessment& 
ture role of nuclear power in the United States. 

In the course OT this work w have fmmT-TKm--mflIrgf‘eS 

do not account for the ura&uE losses from milli'na the 
uranium-bearing ore to extract U308 ("yellow cake"). J&B 
a result these studies understate the actual demand on 
tsuranium resource base oF=lifetime demand of a l--"llsl"".m". 
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The widely-cited Ford/MITRE study ("Nuclear Power: 
Issues and Choices"), for example, which appears to have 
had significant influence on Government nuclear policy, 
used uranium demand at the mill 
ment of Enerqy CDOE) official 

m+eD;;n;ian;u,"epart- 

dmtes, which a~%'?%sistent with the Ford/MITRE 
estimate, are demand -. -. ot aF f h-G-. mny - 
F%?aid I%%/w/cing mill losses. He 
also said that the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation 
( INFCE 1 pragrarrs, which is assessing future prospects for _- 
nuclear power, 
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uses mill demand in its assessment of the . 
emand on the uranium resource base. WW this,J.&%~&~Y-8 

by examining the data used as input for the INFCE assessments, 
and we indeed found that no correction is being made for 
milling losses. 

Since 1966, millinq losses have steadily increased, --m.."s_ 
I r"...v.w'L' n-J.9XL This is more than double ,11,,111,,,i ,-,, 

-At !Fclac the came time Ilranium ore arade has 
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reaching8.3 nerr@n+ ,-,--"-. 'j _ ."" ,*," ,",,,I ,,,, 
the 1966 lobYbY. 
fallen by a third ,,,,, ,,,,,,, 
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ton of ore). Preliminary DOE data for 1978 indicates 
that the grade has fallen further to 0.133 percent. 

uranium reserves _ .___,,, __" _, .."I -_._ ----'.--"'-;-'-~'"-"--'. ..,I ,",",,,, 8, 
ears-Auite likely th - "_, -.- 

continGe to ZeXine -_- 
As this q rade . declines, m,a.ll ien 

-----_ I ..-.. -.- .._. 
osses WOU continue to 

&qy,>WL.ti-discrcaI?aRcy_he tw 
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demand at the mine will increase. 
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Current DOE estimates are that a 1000 MWe reactor 
would use about 5500 tons U308 over its 30-year lifetime. 
Using the 8.2 percent loss in the uranium mill, the actual 
demand on the resource base is almost 6000 tons. If the 
current average grade of uranium reserves (0.07 percent) 
is a reasonable indication of the uranium ore grade which 
would be mined in the 1990's and beyond, then, using the 
relations between ore grade and mill loss observed since 
1966 in the United States, mill losses would rise to 17 
percent. This would mean that the 1000 MWe reactor cited 
by DOE would use slightly more than 6600 tons of U308, 
20 percent more than the current DOE estimate, Such a 
difference could have a significant impact on any assessment 
of the adequacy of the uranium resource base. 

Because uranium ore grades will probably continue 
to decline, and, as a result, mill losses continue to 
growc we recommend that: ., llll_L1ll__l.ll.-l"*,~ 

@AlF 
. uture uranium demand estimates, part:- 

t kg . g-&s be made and so designated 
on the basis of demand at the 

# 
i e at the 

mill. Tla / g-=$&p ssessment of resource depletion 

----Ye@&+&%H take steps to insure that the INFCE 
assessment of World uranium demand use mine demand, 
not mill demand. 

%aor policy' v that have contributed 
to the development of the Administration's nuclear 
policies be reassessed to see if it was mine or 
mill demand that was used in the analysis. If it 
was mill, the analysis should be redone t 4 see 
if the conclusions are affected. 
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As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza- 
tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to 
submit a written statement of actions taken on our 
recommendations to the Senate Committee on Governmental 
Affairs and the House Committee on Government Operations 
not later than 60 days after the date of the report and 
to the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations 
with the agency's first request for appropriations made 
more than 60 days after the date of the report. 

Copies of this letter are being sent to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, the Office of Management and 
Budget, and selected congressional committees. 

Sincerely yours, '-. ? 




